Low Voltage
High Resistance Grounding System
Advanced Switchgear Solutions for Process Industries

In today's high-tech manufacturing world, profitability can be greatly impacted by equipment shutdowns due to electrical faults. Industrial manufacturers demand solutions that minimize equipment downtime and optimize product efficiency.

Research shows that power failures cost U.S. industry more than $25 billion a year in downtime. Recognizing the need for reliable and cost efficient solutions, Siemens Energy & Automation provides state of the art switchgear to eliminate downtime concerns in process industries and those where backup power supply is critical.
Siemens Energy & Automation offers high resistance grounding equipment specifically designed for use in industrial environments where continuous processes are used and equipment shutdowns are not an option. In these applications, the user prefers to maintain service during ground fault conditions while providing alarm indications that will lead to quick location and correction of the fault or a planned and orderly shutdown of the process.

Siemens low-voltage neutral grounding systems with pulsing ground fault detection circuitry are provided in two variations: a free standing unit or one included in the Siemens 480V metal enclosed low-voltage power circuit breaker switchgear.

Siemens low-voltage neutral grounding systems perform the following functions:

- Provides a high resistance ground connection for a 480-volt three-phase power system. This provides the continuity of service associated with ungrounded systems, while reducing the high transient over-voltages associated with them.
- Provides an immediate indication of the first system ground.
- Allows the system to operate until the fault is located and corrected.
- Provides a method for locating the fault quickly, before a second fault occurs. It should be noted that high resistance grounding systems cannot serve phase to neutral loads.
General Description

During normal conditions, with no ground fault on the system, no voltage appears across the grounding resistors. A white indicating light on the panel indicates that control voltage is available and that the system is turned on. When a ground fault occurs, the resistors limit the ground current to a low value, adjustable between 0.92 and 3.69 amperes. The voltage coil of the meter relay will sense the voltage across the resistors during a ground fault condition. In order to limit the voltage present on the instrument door, it is sensed across half of the resistance. When a ground fault occurs, an auxiliary relay, operated by the meter relay, has contacts that illuminate a red indicating lamp and may be used for remote indication and annunciation. The red light and remote signal remain until the condition is cleared and the system is reset.

To trace the ground fault, the operator turns the pulse switch on. This initiates the cycle timer alternately energizing and de-energizing a contactor that parallels a second resistor with the grounding resistor. The result is a periodic fluctuation in the magnitude of the ground current, doubling its value. A green indicating lamp follows the pulse.
A clamp-on ammeter is then used to first see the signature of the pulse at the loop in the resistor grounding wire, and then trace the fluctuations in ground current through the system to the point of fault. The signature current fluctuation observed on a portable clamp-on ammeter stops once the ground fault is between the ammeter and the neutral resistor. A current transformer and panel-mounted ammeter will allow the operator to determine the current fluctuations on the system.

After the ground point has been located and removed from the system, the operator turns the pulse switch off, de-energizing the pulse cycle timer circuit, and depresses the reset button to reset the fault indicating light and alarm contacts.

Taps are provided on the resistors to adjust the magnitude of the ground current in the range of 0.92 to 3.69A, depending on the size of the system, so that the current through the resistor to a ground fault will be slightly greater than the system’s natural capacitance charging current. Both the ground resistor and pulsing resistor should be set to the same value.
Standard Equipment List
480V or 600V WYE or Delta

Equipment included in Standard 480V or 600V WYE System with System Neutral available (one of each)
- Meter relay (MR)
- "Normal" white indicating light (W)
- "Ground Fault" red indicating light (R)
- "Pulsing" green pulsing indicating light (G)
- "Reset" push button (PB/RESET)
- On-Off switch (System Switch)
- On-Off switch (Pulse Switch)
- Instruction plate on door
- Repeat cycle timer, set to produce approx. 30 current pulses per minute (RCT)
- Neutral grounding resistor assembly (HRED, HREE)
- Pulse resistor assembly (HREB, HREC)
- Test resistor assembly (HREA)
- Relay for repeat cycle timer (PR)

Equipment included in Standard 480V or 600V Delta System without System Neutral available
Same as WYE system with the addition of:
- 3 Grounding transformers for generating a neutral (CPT)

Accessory: Portable Clamp-on Ammeter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard NEMA 1 enclosure with Neutral resistors...</td>
<td>$13,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240V system voltage</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480V system voltage</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600V system voltage</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL/CSA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accessory Portable Clamp-on Ammeter $3,975

Note: When included in a switchgear line-up, the control power is common with the switchgear.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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